Amazing! Top solar portable power VSC-05
VSC-05 business solar portable power is researched and developed by our company
with its design done by our French cooperator which is a well-known design company in
France. It takes as long as eight months to develop this product (three months for light
testing). Thus, it can be the rare top solar portable power products (solar charger) among
the industry.
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With its outlook and structure designed by a famous French designer, this business solar
portable power (solar charger) makes you feel the romance of France. As the product is
positioned as high-end gift for business man, it is designed to be black, simple and with
tough line so as to highlight the business personality. The body is made of aluminum
magnesium alloy and disposed with sand blasting. So it touches delicate and comfortable.
The junction gap between components is uniform, which embodies high craftwork level.
The black cover is embellished with black bine plant, which makes the whole product
steady, vivid and romantic.
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Different from the concept solar chargers with only little power in the market, this product
uses two watt solar panel. So it can generate a current of more than 300mA with very
good practicality. At the same time, the solar panel is encapsulated with ultra-thin steel
glass. Compared with PT laminating solar panel, the ultra-thin steel glass solar panel has
better light transmittance. Moreover, the ultra-thin steel glass solar panel would not turn
yellow as the drip gum solar panel do after it is used for a long time.
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This solar portable power can supply power for mobile phone, MP3, MP4, DC, PSP and
other minitype digital products. Meanwhile, this product is the first solar charger in the
market that can work with iPod and iPhone products. It is designed with automatic
identifying function. When the solar portable power detect that the recharging device is
iPod or iPhone product, it will automatically turn to the unique Apple charging mode and
will not do any harm to Apple products.
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The unique ingenuity structure design makes it easy to detach the battery from the
integrated body. This successfully solved the difficulty that other products in the market
have to be discarded in advance when the battery is over. Thus, the solar portable
power’s life is prolonged a lot.
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Four indicator lights: red, yellow, green and blue create many light effects, flowery and
vivid. They can not only indicate the volume of the storage battery, but also shows the
charging situation.
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The accessories include the special transparent plastic slipcover and pothook, which
enable you to hang the solar portable power to your clothes or bags when you are going
outdoors for sports or something. Then you can recharge your digital products while
doing sports. This solar portable power makes you truly enjoy the sunny life better.

This solar portable power is a must for business man. It is a high-end business gifts and
shows the sender’s good taste. Meanwhile, it is also a must for outdoor sports lovers.
Specification:
Model NO.: VSC-05
Solar panel power (Max): 2W
Solar panel operation Voltage (Max): 5.5V
Solar panel operation current: 360mA
Output Voltage: 5V
Output Current (Max): 1A
Battery Capacity: 1500mAh
Charging time: about 4 hours
Input Interface: DC IN
Output Interface: Mini USB
Material: Magnesium aluminum alloy
Dimension: 139*75*17mm
Weight: 222g
Color: Black

